T 2 N R 10W Section 25/36 Quarter Corner Resot.

On the basis of the Affidavit of Harold S. Williams, duly notarized and recorded in Book of Deeds, Book 136, page 99, the original of which is attached hereunto, in which Williams marks a point which he states is within 5 feet or less of the true position of the original corner, at the point he showed me, I drive an Automobile Drive Shaft, with gear attached, 5 feet long, flush in ground, and make new bearing trees:

Spruce 14" bears South 20.0 feet.
Hemlock 24" N 143° W 46.7 feet

Both trees scribed on bark "1/4 S 25 (36) B T 1842" and in each tree a large head Aluminum nail to mark the point of measurements.

Done Nov. 9, 1952.

W A Harsham
Registered Engr. #1842

Rewitnes June 1972
Geo W. Urey
Cole Arthur
Tim Booth

I removed the above axle shaft by WAM. and
Placed a Brass Cap in concrete at position of fwd axle with gear.
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